
Forward Passes & Combination Play

Objective:
The focus of this practice is to work on forward passes from midfield to 
a striker. Midfield combinations may reflect your formation (e.g. a 
midfield 3 or 4) and you can constrain the practice to help strikers with 
1v1 finishing, focus on forward runs or work on both. Ideally, you will 
see lots of forward passes and forward runs from midfield as players 
learn the game

Organisation:
Set up a pitch divided into thirds. Adjust the size depending on the age. 
A narrower pitch is recommended to reduce options for sideways 
passes. Each group are locked into their third. The ball can only 
progress by being passed forward. You can allow 1 midfielder to drop 
in and help in the build up. You can adapt using the following rules:
• Insist striker must go 1v1 when they receive the pass
• Allow one midfielder to make a forward run to support the striker
• Allow defending midfield to track the forward runner
• Allow a defender to dribble into the middle third in build up
• Unlock players in all zones and observe how they maintain shape

What you might see:
• Players passing forward but not running to support

Actions you might take:
• Insist on one touch finish meaning the forward runner has to 

support the striker quickly

Topic: Combination Play & Finishing

Practice type: Small sided game

No. of Players: 4 - 18

Offsides: Optional

Timing: 20 – 40 minutes

Goalkeepers: Yes

Pitch size: 45 x 20

Age group: U8+

Adaptations:

Is the session too easy?
• Make the space narrower
• Use 1 touch finish rule (to encourage forward runs)
• Allow defenders to track forward runners

Is the session too hard?
• Make the space bigger
• Allow 2v1s in final third (forward run but no 

defender)
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Practice set up assuming 2 teams of 6 in a 1-1-3-1 
formation. Adjust pitch size based on player age. It is 
advisable to make the pitch narrow to encourage 
forward passes more than sideways passes.
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Red team build up and 
play through midfield 
into their no.9 who 
now has to go 1v1 to 
score.

Red team build up from 
the back and create a 
combination for a 
forward runner from 
midfield. This creates a 
2v1 for the attackers. It’s 
coach's choice as to 
whether you allow a 
player to recover and 
defend, or whether you 
allow the attackers 
success initially.

Practice adapted if you 
don’t have goalkeepers 
at training. Set up a 
scoring zone and a one 
touch finish. This will 
encourage forward 
supporting runs from 
midfield players.

Practice adapted for 
9v9. 2v2 up front still 
allows for individual 
outcomes for strikers. 
You can still use the 
same rules in this 
game, repetition will 
be lower, realism will 
be higher.


